
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Can you offer what the buyers are looking for?  
Sign up for matchmaking at Elmia Subcontractor! 
 
There are currently 21 buyers that will participate in the matchmaking at Elmia Subcontractor. Please 
find a list below with short descriptions of what the buyers are looking for and a link to more detailed 
presentation.  
 
Can you offer what they are looking for? Make sure to sign up today! The buyers have already 
started to book their meetings! 
 
Sign up here! https://subcontractorconnect2018.b2match.io/  

 
 

 
Buyers registered and what they are looking for:  
 
 
LEAX GROUP (Sweden) Looking for casted, forged and cutted raw material.  
 
Volvo Cars AB (Sweden) Looking for commodities regarding automotive / cars  
 
AQ Group AB (Sweden) Looking for expertise in turning, milling and grinding. 
 
AP & T (Sweden) Looking for large face millings, from 4m up to 15m.  
 
Envac Scandinavia AB (Sweden) Looking for non-serial manufacturing. Laser, punching, welding, 
latheing, edge press and assembling  
 
Skeppshults Press och Svets AB (Sweden) Looking for progressive tools for 125-630 ton presses.  
 
Parker Hannifin Manufacturing Sweden AB (Sweden) Looking for aluminium die casting.  
 
Tilka Trading AB (Sweden) Looking for steel and stainless washers in various size and hardness.  
 
Hestra Inredningar AB (Sweden) Looking for welded and bended stainless products. Wire products.  
 
CorPower Ocean AB (Sweden) Looking for milling/turning, sheet metal manufacturing, corrosion 
protection and surface coating, fasteners for corrosive environments, cable harness and control 
cabinets. Machining of large structure parts – welding and coating/painting. Sizes up to 8 meters in 
length.  
 
Benzlers AB (Sweden) Looking for quality suppliers for gear box components. Worm screw, pinion 
shaft, gear wheel, hollow shaft with round grinding and key way inside. Foundry for casting of grey 
iron. 
 
Haldex Brake Products AB (Sweden) Looking for forging and machining production of the parts in 
range from 0,1kg to 1kg 
 
Milleteknik AB (Sweden) Looking for fastening solutions as screws and more for electrical cabinets. 
Production/forming of metal cabinets. Cables for connecting PCBA’s. 
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TAWI AB (Sweden) Looking for CNC-processed material in for example aluminium, steel, stainless 
steel and POM. Small series around 50-100 pcs per batch. Cables and circuit boards for lifting trolleys. 
 
Gunnebo Industries AB (Sweden)  
 
ABL Construction Equipment (Sweden) Looking for quality suppliers of round tubes.  
 
Cidan Machinery (Sweden) Looking for quality suppliers to support our production Folding Machines 
and Shear Machines 1. Aluminium profiles. 2. Machining, Turning and Milling with CNC operating 
machines for metal sheets up to 4.5m. 3. Panel enclosures (Enclosure systems). 4. Gear Wheels. 
 
Scania CV AB (Sweden) Looking for suppliers of powder forging/sinter forging and suppliers of 
aluminium forgings – for parts less than 1 kg with a volume between 1000 pcs to 150 000 pcs per 
year.  
 
Fortaco Group Oy (Finland) Looking for sheet metal processing experienced in marine/offshore. 
Castings/forgings. Aluminum sheet metal parts/profiles. Plastic forming in ABS & Polycarbon. Wire 
harness.  
 
Ceram Optec SIA (Latvia) Looking for suppliers in medical and laser sphere. Optical fiber connectors, 
Medical laser parts. Tubes for fiber bundles production. SiCl rod's for fiber production.  
 
CERN (Switzerland) Looking for vacuum vessel chambering, Bellows, 3D-printing in metal, Coatings, 
Welding - deep drawing and Ceramics (aluminiumoxid) 
 
 
 
The participation fee is 249 EUR.  
 
Let us know if you have any questions! 
 
Best regards, 
The Subcontractor connect-team 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Malin Jönsson  Markus Jonsson Max Sundvall 
+46 733-307092 +46 761-733718 +46 725-029131 
malin.jonsson@almi.se markus.jonsson@almi.se max.sundvall@almi.se  
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